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DETAILED ACTION

1 . This action is in response to the arguments filed on 1 1/25/2008. This action is made

FINAL.

Response to Arguments

2. Applicant's arguments with respect to claims 1-26 have been considered but are

moot in view of the new ground(s) of rejection.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC §103

3. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in section

1 02 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the

subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary

skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the

invention was made.

4. Claims 1-5, 7, 9, 11, 12, 16-21, 23 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Jacomb-Hood et al (PGUB -No: 2003/0052819) in view of Kasser et al.

(Patent No: 6078800).

With respect to claim 1, Jacomb-Hood et al. disclose a method of configuring a multi-beam

(#100A) satellite to enable remote monitoring ("remote user") of its transmissions (by teaching

in paragraph 37, that remote receive stations, to a means for dividing each signal into a plurality

of fractional signals), wherein the satellite transmits a signal in a first beam (#1 14A) to a user

terminal for receiving the signal (by teaching in paragraph 46, see figure IB, that Interference
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signal 128B is received through the sidelobe ofbeam 1 14B), except for the method comprising

configuring the satellite to transmit a copy of the signal in a second beam selected to contain a

remote monitoring station for monitoring the copy wherein the copy is transmitted in the second

beam in a channel different from that used for user data transmission to user terminals in the

second beam.

However Kasser teach the method comprising configuring the satellite to transmit a copy of the

signal ("delayed duplicate signal") in a second beam (V2) selected to contain a remote

monitoring station for monitoring the copy wherein the copy (by teaching in column 2, lines 40-

46, that reads on duplicate signal) is transmitted in the second beam (V2) in a channel different

from that used for user data transmission (column 3, lines 63-66, that received interfering signals

having undergone different channel distortions)to user terminals in the second beam (V2) (by

teaching in column 4, lines 15-20) Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary

skills in the art at the time of invention to modify the apparatus of Jacomb-Hood et al to include

copy of the signal as taught by Kasser in order to control signals thereby reducing RF

interference exploiting the fact of the simultaneous presence of the same signal, as taught by

Kasser in column 1, lines 53-57.

Regarding Claim 2, Jacomb-Hood further teach et al. teach the method of claim 1, wherein the

copy is transmitted at substantially lower gain than the signal (paragraph 42).

Regarding Claim 3, Jacomb-Hood further teach a method of configuring a multi-beam (#100A)

satellite to enable remote ("remote") monitoring of its transmissions (by teaching in paragraph
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37, that remote receive stations, to a means for dividing each signal into a plurality of fractional

signals), wherein the satellite transmits a signal in a first beam (#1 14A) ,
except for the method

comprising configuring the satellite to transmit a copy of the signal in a second beam (paragraph

59, figure 8) at a substantially lower gain than the transmission of the signal .Kasser teach the

method comprising configuring the satellite to transmit a copy of the signal in a second beam

(V2) at a substantially lower gain than the transmission of the signal (by teaching in column 2,

lines 40-46, that reads on duplicate signal).Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of

ordinary skills in the art at the time of invention to modify the apparatus of Jacomb-Hood et al to

include copy of the signal as taught by Kasser in reducing RF interference exploiting the fact of

the simultaneous presence of the same signal, as taught by Kasser in column 1, lines 53-57.

Regarding Claim 4, Kasser et al further teach the method of claim 3, wherein the signal and the

copy are transmitted at substantially the same frequency (column 1, lines 36-40).

Regarding Claim 5, Kasser et al further teach The method of claim 1 , wherein the signal is

transmitted at a first frequency and the copy is transmitted at a second frequency different from

the first frequency (column 3, lines 52-59).

Regarding Claim 7, Kasser et al further teach the method of claim 1 , wherein a copy of the

signal (reads on "duplicate signal") is transmitted in a plurality of different beams, including said

second beam (V2) (by teaching in column 4, lines 15-20).
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Regarding Claim 9, kasser et al further teach the method of claim 1 , wherein the satellite is

periodically reconfigured so as to transmit a copy of a different said signal(reads on "duplicate

signal") in said second beam (v2) (by teaching in column 2, lines 40-46).

Regarding Claim 11, Jacomb-Hood further teach the method of claim 1, wherein the signal

contains user data addressed to the user terminal (by teaching in paragraph 14).

Regarding Claim 12, Jacomb-Hood et al further teach the method of claim 1, wherein the step

of configuring comprises transmitting a configuration command directly or indirectly to the

satellite (by teaching in paragraph 60).

Regarding Claim 16, Kasser et al further teach a method of monitoring a transmission of a

signal by a multi-beam satellite in a first beam, the method comprising receiving a copy of the

signal in a second beam of the satellite and monitoring the copy of the signal (by teaching in

column 2, lines 40-46, that reads on duplicate signal), wherein the copy is received in the second

beam in a channel different from that used for user data transmission to user terminals in the

second beam(column 3, lines 63-66, that received interfering signals having undergone different

channel distortions).

Regarding Claim 17, Kasser et al further teach the method of claim 16, wherein the copy of the

signal ("duplicate signal") is received at a different frequency from that of the signal (column 4,

lines 33-40).
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Regarding Claim 18, Kasser et al further teach the method of claim 17, wherein the copy of the

signal ("duplicate signal") is received in a channel reserved for monitoring (column 3, lines 61-

67).

Regarding Claim 19, Kasser et al further teach the method of claim 16, wherein the copy of the

signal ("duplicate signal") is received at the same frequency as that of the signal, and the second

beam is non-adjacent to the first beam (column 1, lines 35-40).

Regarding Claim 20, Jacomb-Hood further teach the method of claim 16, wherein the gain of

the copy is substantially lower than that of the signal (paragraph 42).

Regarding Claim 21, Jacomb-Hood further teach the method of claim 16 to 20, wherein the

signal contains user data addressed to the user terminal (by teaching in paragraph 14).

Regarding Claim 23, Jacomb-Hood teach a method of monitoring a property of the earth's

atmosphere, comprising configuring a multi-beam (#100A) satellite to transmit multiple copies

of a predetermined signal in different beams ("two beams", (#1 14A), (#124)) thereof, receiving

each of said copies at corresponding spatially diverse monitoring stations (by teaching in

paragraph 37, that remote receive stations, to a means for dividing each signal into a plurality of

fractional signals), and except for deriving said property from the received copies, wherein said

multiple copies of the predetermined signal are transmitted in channels different from those used

for user data transmission to user terminals in the respective beams. However kasser teach
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deriving said property from the received copies, wherein said multiple copies of the

predetermined signal are transmitted in channels different from those used for user data

transmission to user terminals in the respective beams (by teaching in column 2, lines 40-46, that

reads on "delayed duplicate signal").Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary

skills in the art at the time of invention to modify the apparatus of Jacomb-Hood et al to include

copy of the signal as taught by Kasser in order to control signals reducing RF interference

exploiting the fact of the simultaneous presence of the same signal, as taught by Kasser in

column 1, lines 53-57.

Regarding claim 27, "Cancelled"

5. Claims 6, 8, 13, 14, 15, 22 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Jacomb-Hood et al (PGUB -No: 2003/0052819) and Kasser et al. (Patent No: 6078800) in view

of Barrett et al. (Patent No: 6965755).

Regarding Claim 6, Jacomb-Hood et al teach the method of claim 5, wherein the copy of the

signal and the copy of the further signal are transmitted in a channel reserved except for

monitoring by the remote monitoring station. However Barrett teach a remote monitoring station

for (column 4, lines 5-11, see figures 1, 3).Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of

ordinary skills in the art at the time of invention to modify the apparatus of Sharon to include

monitoring station for monitoring the copy as taught by Barrett in order to control signals

thereby high quality output signal, as taught by Barrett in column 2, lines 45-50.
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Regarding Claim 8, Kasser et al teach the method of claim 7, wherein the plurality ofbeams are

selected so as each to contain except for a remote monitoring station for monitoring the copy.

However Barrett teach a remote monitoring station for (column 3, lines 10-18, see figures 1-

3).Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skills in the art at the time of

invention to modify the apparatus of Sharon to include monitoring station for monitoring the

copy as taught by Barrett in order to control signals thereby high quality output signal, as taught

by Barrett in column 2, lines 45-50, see figure 2.

Regarding Claim 13, Jacomb-Hood teach The method of claim 1, further including transmitting

directly or indirectly to the remote monitoring station channel allocation data identifying an

allocation of one or more user channels(paragraph 78, see figure 3A) except for within the signal

such that the remote monitoring station monitors the one or more user channels. However Barrett

teach a remote monitoring station (column 2, lines 32-40, column 4, lines 5-11, see figures 1,

3).Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skills in the art at the time of

invention to modify the apparatus of Sharon to include monitoring station for monitoring the

copy as taught by Barrett in order to control signals thereby high quality output signal, as taught

by Barrett in column 2, lines 45-50, see figure 2.

Regarding Claim 14, Barrett further teach the method of claim 1 wherein the satellite

additionally transmits one or more additional signals in one or more respective additional beams

(column3, lines 20-25), wherein the satellite is periodically reconfigured to select different ones
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of said signal and said one or more additional signals for transmitting a copy thereof in said

second beam(column 2, lines 32-55, see figures 1-3).

Regarding Claim 15, Barrett et al further teach the method of claim 14, wherein the satellite is

periodically reconfigured so that each of the plurality of signals is monitored sequentially,

(column 3, lines 23-31, see figures 1, 2).

Regarding Claim 22, Jacomb-Hood teach The method of claims 16 to 21, further including

receiving channel allocation data identifying an allocation of one or more user channels within

the signal (paragraph 78, see figure 3A), and except for monitoring the one or more user

channels. However Barrett teach a remote monitoring station (column 4, lines 5-11, see figures 1,

3).Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skills in the art at the time of

invention to modify the apparatus of Sharon to include monitoring station for monitoring the

copy as taught by Barrett in order to control signals thereby high quality output signal, as taught

by Barrett in column 2, lines 45-50, see figure 2.

6. Claim 10 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Jacomb-Hood et

al. (PGUB -No: 2003/0052819) and Kasser et al. (Patent No: 6078800) in view of Armbruster et

al. (Patent -No: 5710971).

Regarding Claim 10, Armbruster et al. further teach the method of claim 1, wherein the satellite
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is a repeater satellite configurable to convert a feeder link signal, transmitted from a terrestrial

gateway to the satellite, to said signal and said copy of the signal (column 4, lines 9-15).

7. Claims 24-26 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Jacomb-

Hood et al. (PGUB -No: 2003/0052819) and Kasser et al. (Patent No: 6078800) in view of

Ceresoli et al. (PGUB -No: 2004/0127192).

Regarding claim 24, Ceresoli et al further teach a computer program arranged to perform the

method of claim 1 (by teaching in paragraph 32).

Regarding claim 25, Ceresoli et al further teach a computer program product incorporating a

computer program according to claim 24 (by teaching in paragraph 106).

Regarding claim 26, Ceresoli et al further teach apparatus arranged to perform the method of

claim l(by teaching in paragraph 108).

Conclusion

THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. Applicant is reminded of the extension of time

policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within TWO
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MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not mailed until after

the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the shortened statutory period

will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any extension fee pursuant to 37

CFR 1 .136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of the advisory action. In no event,

however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the mailing

date of this final action.

The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to

Applicant's disclosure Chang et al (Patent No:7257418) teach Specific subscriber acquisition

method involves scanning beam to each of cell clusters sequentially, until one of cell clusters

including specific subscriber is identified.

Any response to this Office Action should be faxed to (571) 273-8300 or mailed to:

Commissioner for patents

P.O.Boxl450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Hand-delivered responses should be brought to

Customer Service Window

Randolph Building

401 Dulany street

Alexandria, VA 22314

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Adel Y. Youssefwhose telephone number is 571-270-3525.

examiner can normally be reached on Monday to Thursday 8am-5pm EST.

The
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If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, ANDERSON MATTHEW can be reached on (571)272-4177.The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). Ifyou would

like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated

information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

/ADEL YOUSSEF/

Examiner, Art Unit 26 1

8

/Matthew D. Anderson/

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2618


